Structure and dynamics of an RNA tetraloop: a joint molecular dynamics and NMR study.
Molecular dynamics simulations of the RNA tetraloop 5'-CGCUUUUGCG-3' with high melting temperature and significant conformational heterogeneity in explicit water solvent are presented and compared to NMR studies. The NMR data allow for a detailed test of the theoretical model, including the quality of the force field and the conformational sampling. Due to the conformational heterogeneity of the tetraloop, high temperature (350 K) and locally enhanced sampling simulations need to be invoked. The Amber98 force field leads to a good overall agreement with experimental data. Based on NMR data and a principal component analysis of the 350 K trajectory, the dynamic structure of the tetraloop is revealed. The principal component free energy surface exhibits four minima, which correspond to well-defined conformational structures that differ mainly by their base stacking in the loop region. No correlation between the motion of the sugar rings and the stacking dynamics of the loop bases is found.